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Madison Early College has
�rst club day
Written by Delilah Smith and Levin
Green

Madison Early College
(MECHS) started clubs on
Sept. 30. Students’
schedules were at risk of
being a�ected by the
upcoming hurricane Ian,
luckily we got through the
full day of clubs. This
year's club schedule has
changed a bit since last
year. Instead of having an
hour and 30-minute club,
it has been pushed down
to one hour to allow an
equal schedule for each
class and o�er a normal
lunch period. Basically,
the schedule was the same
as normal, but instead of
hour-long classes, they
were 75 minutes and
lunch was in between 3rd.

The clubs on o�er this year
included Art with Mrs.
Ammons, Volunteering
with Mrs. Young, creative
writing with Mr. Johnston
and music with Mr. Rubio.
These are many of the
student led clubs that the
Madison Early College is
supporting, and each
teacher is supporting a
di�erent club. For instance,
the volunteer club is trying
to contribute back to the
school and  the community
through Adopt-A-Highway
and o�ering tutoring help
to students. Another club
that students have chosen
is creative writing, in which
they explore di�erent
prompts to choose from
and create self-written
narrative.

Hurricane Ian Batters Coast Lines
Written by Delilah Smith and Levin Green

Hurricane Ian traveled
through the southwest
coast tearing away much
of Florida's coastline in
October. Fort Myers was
particularly hit hard by
hurricane Ian. Fort Myers
beach sits on a 7-mile
island along the Gulf of
Mexico, saw “total
devastation,
catastrophic,” Fort Myers
Beach Town Councilman
Dan Allers said Friday.
“It's horrific. This is a

long-term fix, and it’s
life-changing,” said Lee
County Sheri� Carmine
Marceno. Florida Division
of Emergency Management
Director Kevin Guthrie said,
an unknown number of
bodies were found in a
house in Lee County. Crews
will need water to recede
and special equipment to
discover more. The damage
is an estimated 65 billion
dollars.This is a photo o� the coast of: Florida after hurricane Ian .
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NASA tests new planetary defensive
method

In other space-related
news, two blackholes were
discovered. Located about
9 billion light years from
Earth, PKS 2131-021 is one
of 1,800 blazars that a
group of researchers at
Caltech in Pasadena has
been monitoring with the
Owens Valley Radio
Observatory in Northern
California.  This particular
blazer displays a strange
behavior.  Its brightness
shows structured ups and
downs as planned as the
ticking of a clock.
Researchers now think
this regular variation is
the result of a second
black hole tugging on the
first as they orbit each
other about every two
years. Each of the two
black holes is estimated to
be a few hundred million
times the mass of our sun.
To confirm the finding,
scientists will try to detect
gravitational waves
coming from the system.
The first detection was
announced in 2016. To
ensure that the swayings
weren’t random or the
cause of a short-term
e�ect around the black
hole, the group had to look
past the decade (2008 to
2019) of data from the
OVO. After discovering
that two other radio
telescopes had also
studied this system, they
dug into the additional
data and found that it
matched predictions for
how the blazar’s glow
should change over time.
These two blackholes are
estimated to collide in
10,000 years.

Written by Delilah Smith and Levin
Green

After 10 months of flying
in space NASA’s double
asteroid detection test
(DART) - the world's first
attempt at planetary
defense technology.
successfully impacted its
asteroid target Monday .
The agencies first attempt
to move an asteroid in
space. Mission control at
the Johns  Hopkins applied
physics laboratory (APL)
in Laurel, Maryland
announced the impact at
7:14 p.m. EDT.  DART’s

impact demonstrates a
viable mitigation
technique for protecting
the planet from an
asteroid or comet, if one
were discovered, “a
mission of unity with a
real benefit for all
humanity,” said NASA
Administrator Bill Nelson.
The mission’s one-way
trip confirmed NASA can
successfully navigate a
spacecraft to intentionally
collide with an asteroid to
deflect it, a technique
known as kinetic impact.

Nasa team will be
observing Dimorphous
using ground based
telescopes to confirm the
damage. Now we know  we
can aim a spacecraft with
precision needed to
impact an object in the
vast vacuum space. The
spacecraft that collided
with Dimorphous was
equipped with state of the
art technology, the space
crafts sole instruments
were the Didymos
Reconnaissance and
asteroid camera.

James Webb and Hubble Unite
Written by Delilah Smith

The James Webb space
telescope and the Hubble
space telescope have
recorded pictures of
NASA’s DART experiment,
designed to purposely
smash a spacecraft into a
small asteroid, the world's
first ever attempt in
planetary defense.
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